
VOYAGER  

SMART  WAL L E T
BY  CUIR  ALLY  

I N T R O D U C I N G



The Voyager Smart Wallet has been integrated with 

Chipolo Technology to bring the average wallet into the 

21st century. Chipolo is a Bluetooth item finder that can be 

found inside the wallet and is used to track the wallet itself 

and your smartphone. It works by knowing your location 

based on where your phone is. If you go a certain set 

distance away from your phone, your wallet will notify your 

smartphone via Bluetooth to let you know that you have 

left the house or restaurant without your wallet and vice 

versa with your smartphone. 

CLASSIC  WALLET  

FOR  THE  

MODERN  AGE



WHAT CAN THE VOYAGER 

SMART WALLET DO?

Get instant notifications when 

your wallet is left behind.  

Get an alarm sound on your 

wallet when your phone is left 

behind.  

To find your wallet's location, 

simply ring it from your 

smartphone.  

To find your smartphone simply 

ring it by double tapping the 

wallet, the best part is the phone 

starts ringing even if it's on silent 

mode.  

Need help taking a group selfie? 

Simply double tap the wallet!  





NEVER  LOSE  

YOUR  PHONE  OR  

WALLET  AGAIN

The Voyager Smart Wallet makes 

sure you'll never lose your wallet or 

phone again. If you misplace your 

wallet you are able to track its 

location through the Chipolo app 

or on the Chipolo website. If you 

are attempting to find your wallet 

in your home you can ellicit a ring 

from the wallet through the 

Chipolo app in order to make 

finding your wallet an easier 

eperience. 



MINIMALIST  

DESIGN  WITH  

ROOM  TO  SPARE

The Voyager Smart Wallet comes 

with a lot of extras that the 

average wallet doesn’t offer. The 

frequent traveler can benefit from 

the slot in the wallet that is the 

perfect size to hold a passport. 

For someone who travels less 

frequently, that space could be 

taken up by a small notepad. 

There is even a small handy slot 

for a pen where the wallet folds. 

The Voyager Smart Wallet can 

hold an entire boarding pass, all 

the necessary cards, international 

currencies, a SIM card or even a 

slim multipurpose tool.  



T R A V E L  I N  S T Y L E  
WITH THE VOYAGER SMART WALLET 



FOR MORE INFORMATION , 

VISIT US AT 

callie@cuirally.com

ADDITIONAL MEDIA: 

bit.ly/VoyagerIGG

bit.ly/VoyagerMedia

PRESS INQUIRIES

http://bit.ly/VoyagerIGG
http://bit.ly/VoyagerMedia

